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Some key problems
• Design cycle

o Many Humanities projects have a very short funding cycle, with very limited funds 
($3000 is not an unusual amount)

o Limits the type of iteration through design that could converge on user centered 
interfaces

• Humanities scholar might be an excellent scholar but

• Not an excellent designer and

• Not an excellent data scientist

• How do we shift from analog interaction with highly 
curated data (e.g. reading a novel) to computationally 
mediated interaction with uncurated data (e.g. trying to 
find passages from millions of books in HathiTrust)?



Four Challenges in Folklore and 
Literature

• Collections and Archives

• Indexing and Classification
o curation

• Visualization and Navigation

•  Analysis



The Folklore Macroscope
WitchHunter, TrollFinder, TreasureX, ElfYelp

With Peter Broadwell (UCLA)
& James Abello (Rutgers), and David Mimno (Cornell)



Macroscopes
• Macroscopes provide a ‘vision of the whole,’ 

helping us ‘synthesize’ the related elements and 
detect patterns, trends, and outliers while 
granting access to myriad details. Rather than 
make things larger or smaller, macroscopes let us 
observe what is at once too great, slow, or 
complex for the human eye and mind to notice 
and comprehend

-Katy Börner (2011)

Cf: Joël de Rosnay (1975) Le macroscope. Vers une vision globale.Editions du Seuil.





DFL 1.0:
Classification and Navigation in a Curated Corpus

• Navigation must “add value”

• How do we leverage the huge amount of work that we 
have done in acquiring, organizing and providing 
dynamic labels for our research materials?



Danish Folklore Nexus



Novel Navigation

Related stories based on multi-
dimensional classification 



James Abello’s GraphView
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Drill-down



Benefits

• Fast access to highly curated 
collections

• Interactive  hybrid publication
o “Frozen” version

o Able to push updates out to users



Disadvantages
• Relatively fixed content

• Predetermined pathways through curated content

• Limited to curated content



(Un)curated Collections
• Archives (or libraries) are often curated at a fairly high 

level
o Metadata

o Standard classifications

• Often have limited means for discovery
o Focus on precision

• Goal of scholar often not easily served by these methods 
to access collections
o Scholar often wants to generate a (dynamic) research corpus



DFL 2.0: Faceted Browsing



Repurposing other software
• Recognition that there are certain interfaces that our 

users already understand and with which they are 
comfortable

• Recognition that we do not have support to design 
ground-up interface

• Recognition that a “one-off” solution does not scale well 
to other projects

• Challenge: Can we adopt other interfaces for Humanities 
challenges?



A sample search 

Export



Drill-down and export

Export



Advantages of DFL 2.0
• Selection of a subset of the larger corpus

o Subset can be 

• subjected to other types of analysis (e.g. GIS)

• packaged for use in DFL 1.0

• User defined path

• Addressable searches
o Allows for rapid reproduction of searches

• Extensions
o “features” added to each of the main categories

• Eg. add gender, occupation, dob to “people” category

• Information derived from other collections

o Use map generated bounding boxes to create a search



Disadvantages
• Fitting a collection to the interface

• Faceted browsing presupposes that there is some 
fundamental unit (here the story) that is the goal of a 
search



Other Closely Related Approaches

• Dutch folklore archive and beta geo-focused interface
o + fast / Solr index

o + aesthetically pleasing 

o + geography is foregrounded

o - not easy to generate portable research subset

o - not clear what is being mapped

• Sagnagrunnar, Icelandic legend database
o + fast

o + geography is foregrounded / Google maps

o + multiple visualizations

o - idiosyncratic classification

o - no way to generate research collection



Accessing Analytics
• Many current projects in folklore focus on access to 

archival materials or visualizations generated on the 
collection as a whole

• Some of our work has focused on creating a series of 
tools to access analyses of aspects of the collection in 
whole or in part

• “Operationalizing Distant Reading”…



WitchHunter & TrollFinder



GhostScope & TreasureX



ElfYelp



Teaching Folklore
Getting Students to Think Like a Folklorist 

through Interface Design



The Online Korean / Korean American 

Folklore Archive

• Conceptualized as a student driven project

• Intends to teach about
o Fieldwork

o Archiving

o Human Subjects Protection

• While generating an anonymized, usable dynamic 
dataset for the study of Korean American traditional 
expressive forms

• Two Goals: Pedagogy and Research



Design drivers
• “Folklore is traditional expressive forms circulating in and 

across social networks embedded in time and place”
o Implications:

• Collectors

• Informants (Consultants)

• Contexts

• Field data

• Study of folklore is based on the analysis of many 
variants
o Implications

• Classification

• Historic-geographic search



Search

Science



The Folklore Collector 
Dashboard



Collectors



Consultants 
(not informants)



Context(s)



Field Data



Summary Challenges
• Folklore collections are often organized according to 

limiting indexing systems or idiosyncratic organizations

• Goal is to be able to (a) navigate large collections based 
on researcher determined criteria and (b) discover 
patterns at scale that can lead to (c) the selection of 
resources for further examination

• Intuitive interfaces that operate at human-interactive 
timescales

• Making apparent the underlying organizational schema 
to help users infer limitations



Sub-Corpus Topic Modeling
Challenges for Search and Discovery in the Study of Literature

With Peter Leonard (Yale)



General flow



STM 1.0 Dashboard:
Topic curation

Topic 
labeling

Keyword 
word 
cloud

n-gram 
word 
cloud

Ranked 
saturated 
chunks

Chunk 
source 
work

Chunk 
saturation

Identified 
chunk



Exploring topics in detail

Word 
clouds

Chunks 
per year

Related 
topics



Forgotten Works: 
Ingvor Bondesen



Extensions: Finding Thor



STM 2.0
• Our original STM machine was a proof of concept 

machine
o Finely tuned to the target corpus

o Preprocessing and modeling done offline and refined multiple times

o It provided excellent and unexpected results:

• Discovered discourse in the social science literature that reflected the 
growing importance of Social Darwinism in late 19th and early 20th century 
Denmark 

• Provided an interesting method to confirm the findings of Pil Dahlerup in her 
mid 1980s “Det moderne gennembruds kvinder”, a rejoinder to the Georg 
Brandes’s classic, “Det moderne  gennembruds mænd”



Motivating question(s):
• How can we make this 

• Broadly available, 

• Flexible to the heterogeneous textual data with which 
Humanities researchers work, 

• Provide results interpretable by people new to the field of 
computational Humanities



Multi-step process
• Upload

o Corpus

o Sub-corpus

• Preprocessing

• Modeling

• Curation
o Labeling

o Hiding topics

o Multi-level modeling (differing levels of granularity)

• Exploration
o visualization



Upload
• Devise a corpus or subcorpus

• Upload it to the site



Corpus upload

Corpus 
name

Add files

Delete existing 
corpus



Topic browsing og curation

Valg af model

Valg af modellets 
granularitet



Preprocess
o Chunking (currently off-line)

• By paragraph 

o Our original STM approach

o See also Algee-Hewitt, Heuser and Moretti (2015)

• By page

• By chapter

• User defined chunking

o Stop-words

o Tokenizing and/or stemming



Preprocess

Choice of regex 
tokenization

Choice of 
stopword files



Model the corpus 
• Model the corpus

o Choose level of granularity



Modeling
(currently LDA, plan to add other topic models)

Choose 
corpus

Model type

Granularity



Infer topics
• On the main corpus based on the subcorpus 

• Standard topic modeling—
o Make the subcorpus = main corpus



Build model

Choose 
corpus

Choose 
modeling



Curation
• Labeling and hiding topics



Multi-level topic curation

Show / hide 
topics

Topic granularity



Topic browsing and search

user labeling

Frequent 
words

Rank list of documents in 
chosen topic

recommender graph



Navigation and Discovery
• Topic saturation per chunk

• Discovering similar chunks

• Network representation



Topic explorer



Networks of topics



Ongoing challenges
• Add user login and profiles and sharing so that STM can 

be a private / collaborative space

• Move the computation into the cloud, so that creating 
models is not as time intensive as it currently is

• Make large collections freely available for:
o Subcorpus selection and creation

o Corpus search



Beta version of Search/Selection



Challenges in the 
representation of 

Old Norse-
Icelandic

IceMorph 
http://tango.bol.ucla.edu/andreas09/index.html

Work with Kryztof Urban (DataCrush), Aurelijus Vijunas (Natl Kaohsiung Univ), Peter M 
Broadwell

http://tango.bol.ucla.edu/andreas09/index.html
http://tango.bol.ucla.edu/andreas09/index.html




Why is this hard?
• Old Icelandic is highly inflected

o Making search quite difficult

o Making learning it quite difficult

• Old Icelandic corpus is normalized
o To different normalization standards

o Scholars often want to work with variant readings

• Challenge:
o Can we devise tools to make accurate/sophisticate research a bit 

easier

o Can we help students learn and give non-experts access





Sketching the process



Sketching the interface



Three Tools
• Morphological analyzer
http://icemorph.scandinavian.ucla.
edu/saga/landnama

• Inflected dictionary browser
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/search.
php

• Reading environment
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/saga/

http://icemorph.scandinavian.ucla.edu/saga/landnama
http://icemorph.scandinavian.ucla.edu/saga/landnama
http://icemorph.scandinavian.ucla.edu/saga/landnama
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/search.php
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/search.php
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/search.php
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/saga/
http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/~monit/saga/


IceMorph



Inflected dictionary browser



Saga reader



Thank you
• UCLA Council on Research
• John Simon Guggenheim Foundation
• American Council of Learned Societies
• The Mellon Foundation
• Google Books
• NSF
• Institute for Pure and Applied Mathematics
• Dansk Folkemindesamling

• Collaborators: Peter M. Broadwell, Peter Leonard, James 
Abello, David Mimno, Mads Rosendahl Thomsen, Kryztof 
Urban, Aurelijus Vijunas


